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As you read through this newsletter, catch a glimpse of what it takes to birth and bring about a sense of belonging. 

If you’re just now joining the Enabling Garden as a volunteer, please plan to ride out the 2022 season with us; it’s

sure to take you places you haven’t gone before. We’re excited to report that five new gardeners are taking on beds.

One gardener is expanding her bed, another is moving to a different location. Credit goes to the Iowa State

Extension Service and the Master Gardener program. They continue to provide new volunteers who will take over

when others must move on or slow down due to age or health issues.      

A SENSE OF BELONGING: "COMMUNITY IS MORE THAN
BELONGING TO SOMETHING (HAVING YOUR NAME ON AN EMAIL

OR MEMBERSHIP LIST). IT’S ABOUT DOING SOMETHING
TOGETHER THAT MAKES BELONGING HAPPEN." 

(VOLUNTEERING AT THE ENABLING GARDEN.) - BRIAN SOLIS. 



2022 PLANT SALE:  This year’s initial preparations were

tough and challenging. We persevered through ten days

of continuous wind, gray clouds, cold temperatures, even

snow. Traveling was required. Avid gardeners and friends

welcomed us into their back yards to collect divisions at

eleven different dig sites. We made time for breaks, even

sitting down to share several lunches together. If you

contributed towards satisfying hungry appetites in the

way of snacks, food or drink, your efforts were greatly

appreciated and we thank you.      

All sun and no wind greeted us on the day of the sale. We

witnessed a steady stream of customers and lots of empty

tables and boxes at the end of the day. Our efforts

exceeded our expectations. Fifty volunteers were

involved. Tasks were varied and detailed such as: Digging

and dividing plants, boxing and labeling, transporting and

storing, completing PR work, distributing posters, selling

on For Sale sites, printing invoices, preparing signage,

collecting boxes, creating garden related crafts, cleaning

and pricing flea market items, setting-up, arranging for a

sandwich lunch on site, checking in clients, answering

questions, educating clients, doing cashier work, carrying

and wheeling plants to client’s cars, providing traffic

control, and cleaning up at the end. We can’t forget those

who donated equipment such as tables, tents, trailers,

wagons, and side dishes for lunch. Lastly, thanks to Kalsa

for making herself available so clients were able to pay

with credit cards. Thank you, everyone! We welcome

suggestions on what might be done differently next year;

please share ideas with any one of the chairs. 

WORK, EAT, RELAX: Our first official work night is May

3rd.They will continue every Tuesday evening beginning

around 4:00 pm; come and go as your schedule permits.

We take a break around 6:00 pm for sharing of

announcements, socializing and enjoying some eats

together. One of our dedicated volunteers says he comes

primarily for the food and fellowship. Thank you, Trent!

Our cooks will be encouraged. A long remembered and

famous French chef, Julia Child said, “People who love to

eat are always the best people.” You can’t outdo any

better venue than a potluck served up in an outdoor

setting.
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ANNUALS ARRIVE: Tuesday May 10. This is also a work

evening. Due to a colder than normal April, spring bulbs

and blooms may be competing for space and attention.

Come and help us place these pretty plants in the ground.

Summer heat could possibly arrive on the heels of winter

cold.    

CHILDREN’S GARDEN: Check out a new addition to the

Children’s Garden. Thanks to family members of a master

gardener, a new child-sized picnic table is now in place.

(See attached photo)

EDUCATIONAL TALK: Mark your calendars; Tuesday, May

17, 6:00 pm at the garden. This is a correction from the

May 25th date that was listed in the April newsletter.

There will be no potluck on this evening; you might wish to

bring a snack. Seating is available, however many prefer

to bring their own chair. Kristi Evans, (VP Iowa Regional Lily

Society) will share about “Lilies All Summer”. Kristi grows

many types of lilies, including Asiatic, Orientals, trumpets,

tigers and others. 

COLEUS AND ELEPHANT EARS: For SALE: Tuesday

evening, May 17, 4:00-6:00 pm. Take note: It’s the same

evening as the Educational Talk. Master Gardener Dean

Brand is bringing many varieties of potted up Coleus as

well as black and green Elephant Ears. A number of years

ago, I was approached by a visitor in the garden who

specifically asked if we had planted any Coleus. They are

known mainly for their foliage. We are now privileged to

have many varieties that love the sun as well as the shade.

Elephant Ears are known by their huge, dramatic leaves.

Dean will have answers to any of your questions. 

THE DANDELION SPEAKS: Many adults view it as a weed;

children see a bouquet for mothers. They find great

amusement at blowing seeds off a puffball and watch

them being carried away by the wind. 

The dandelion flower tells us that life is short,

delicate, and you never know where the winds will

take you. Irrespective of that, don’t forget to dream,

wish and remember the bigger joys that come from the

little things in life. Author unknown.


